Soil Types Experiment 
(Lesson)
Grade Level

3rd-5th Grade

Setting

Indoors • Fall, Winter, Spring

Subject Area(s)

Soil Science, Gardening

Description

Students time water flowing through sand, silt, and clay

Essential Questions

What is the connection between food sources and geology?

Specific Content

● How rocks are weathered by physical processes

● The three particle sizes of sand, silt, and clay
● How water moves through sand vs. clay
Common Core and Next
Generation Science
Standards Connections

3rd Grade
3.MD.2: measuring volume and mass
4th Grade

4.ESS2.1: weathering and erosion
5th Grade
5-PS1-3. Make observations and measurements to identify materials based on
their properties.
5-ESS2-1. Develop a model using an example to describe ways the geosphere,
biosphere, hydrosphere, and/or atmosphere interact.
ESS2.C: The Roles of Water in Earth’s Surface Processes
Estimated Prep Time

30 minutes. Contact the Soil Conservation District to inquire about soil samples
(sand, silt, clay, and loam) at least one month prior to class
Prepare beforehand:
Step 1: Poke three small holes in the bottom of the disposable 2 oz. plastic cup
(might be a good idea to stack many cups and use a drill)

Step 2: Wet a small square of paper towel, squeeze dry, then place inside the 2
oz. cup and shape it to fit

Step 3: Place the 2 oz. cup into the ball jar (it should fit nice and snug, and you
can tuck the paper towel into the side between the cup and the ball jar) and fill
each jar with a small amount of your soil sample (sand, silt, and clay) enough to
fully cover the bottom.*

Step 4: Mix some food coloring into your water so that it will be more visible
through the glass.
*Note: With clay, it is best to put the clay in the jar when the clay is slightly wet
so that it can be easily molded, and be sure to cover the sides of the paper
towel almost to the top (as seen above) and that there are no cracks in the clay
so that when water is poured in it will actually sit above the clay and not seep
through the paper towel
Materials

●

Teacher Background

1. Why is soil important?
a. It helps plants grow! Soil contains mineral nutrients for plants,
plants absorb water from it, and it helps with temperature
regulation (dig into the ground- soil is frozen at the surface, but
not deeper down! soil heats and cools more slowly than air. so
basements stay warmer in winter, and cooler in summer,
because they are surrounded by soil instead of air!)
b. habitat for soil organisms
c. recycles nutrients and plant waste (think composting)
d. regulates water quality

2 oz. disposable plastic cups (can be found near plastic cups and spoons
at the grocery store)
● Paper towel
● Quarter Pint Ball jars (can also use half pint)
● Soil samples (contact the soil conservation district to inquire about soil
samples, or use suggestions below)
○ sand (from the beach)
○ silt (can be found at the bottom of a river bed)
○ clay (ask your local pottery studio to borrow some)
○ other soil combinations if wanted
● Food coloring
● water
● spoons (same sizes for consistency)
● stopwatch

2. How is soil formed?
a. Parent material: rocks. Rocks are where plants get all of their
nutrients except hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen
b. Weathering
i. physical
1. temperature: expands and contracts, cracks,
water enters and freezes and cracks some more
2. water: wetting and drying
3. organisms: tree roots, animals digging
ii. chemical
c. Weathering creates three sizes of particles (sand, silt, clay)
3. Sand, silt, and clay: Hold up bags of each and explain their properties
a. Sand, being the larger size of particles, feels gritty.
i. sand: basketball size
ii. formed by physical and chemical weathering
iii. large particle size, and high porosity
iv. benefits: improves soil aeration, good drainage
b. Silt, being moderate in size, has a smooth or floury texture.
i. silt: golfball size
ii. formed by physical and chemical weathering
c. Clay, being the smaller size of particles, feels sticky.
i. clay: chalk dot size
ii. formed by chemical weathering only
iii. particles are tiny, and thin, flat, and covered in tiny
plates, stick together, don’t move much
iv. helps retain water for plants, but harder to drain
Class Discussion

Action

Why is soil important? How is soil formed? What do particle, pore space, and
porosity mean? What is special about the different particle sizes? How do you
think water will move through the particle sizes?
1. Divide students into six groups. Each group gets one each of the soil
cup, a spoon, a cup of colored water, and a stopwatch.
2. Each group should line up the prepared jars

3.
4. Assign a pourer for each cup. The pourer fills a spoon with the colored
water and pours into the cup to watch it drain through the soil.

5. Assign a timer for each cup. The timer times how long it takes the water
to fully drain through.
6. Before carrying out the experiment, ask students for their predictions.
Which particle size will let water through the fastest? Why?
7. Each group should then pour the water through one cup at a time.
8. Discuss results:
a. Which particle size went the fastest?
Wrap Up

1. Talk about implications for gardens:
a. what is a garden like with too much clay? (no water can go
through)
b. too much sand? (water goes through too quickly. Clay actually
binds to water and nutrients, keeping them suspended in the
soil and available to plants)
c. how could you manage a garden to fix these problems?
2. What is the name of a soil that contains a mixture of sand, silt, and clay?
3. How do sand, silt, and clay feel? How can you tell them apart? What are
their similarities and differences?

Digging Deeper

1. Scoop soil from the garden, shake it up, and watch the layers separate
2. discuss additional properties of sand, silt, clay and see if kids can guess if
sand or clay side of the spectrum is best or worst in each case
1. aeration: sand is best, clay is worst
2. drainage: sand is fastest, clay is slowest
3. warm-up in spring: sand is fastest, clay is slowest
4. amount of organic materials: sand is least, clay is most
5. ability to store plant nutrients: sand is lowest, clay is highest
6. summary: clay is best for holding water and nutrients, but sand
is best for aeration, drainage and quick warming in spring

Suggested Harvest of
the Month Food Pairing

Flexible- any food that’s grown in the garden needs good soil to grow in.
Especially relevant for root crops though.

Source/Credit

Dirt Shake images from Utah State University Cooperative Extension’s
Agriculture in the Classroom. Teacher background from Wikipedia.

